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Do NOT take the ALEKS test without reviewing the Math questions in this workbook! ALEKS Math Exercise book, which reflects the 2019 test guidelines and topics, is dedicated to preparing test takers to ace the ALEKS Placement Assessment Math Test. This ALEKS Math workbook's new edition has been updated to replicate questions appearing on the most recent ALEKS Math tests. Here is intensive
preparation for the ALEKS Math test, and a precious learning tool for test takers who need extra practice in math to raise their ALEKS Math scores. After completing this workbook, you will have solid foundation and adequate practice that is necessary to ace the ALEKS Math test. This workbook is your ticket to score higher on ALEKS Math. The updated version of this hands-on workbook
represents extensive exercises, math problems, sample ALEKS questions, and quizzes with answers and detailed solutions to help you hone your math skills, overcome your exam anxiety, and boost your confidence -- and do your best to defeat ALEKS exam on test day. Each of math exercises is answered in the book and we have provided explanation of the answers for the two full-length ALEKS
Math practice tests as well which will help test takers find their weak areas and raise their scores. This is a unique and perfect practice book to beat the ALEKS Math Test. Separate math chapters offer a complete review of the ALEKS Math test, including: Arithmetic and Number OperationsAlgebra and Functions,Geometry and MeasurementData analysis, Statistics, & Probability… and also
includes two full-length practice tests! The surest way to succeed on ALEKS Math Test is with intensive practice in every math topic tested--and that's what you will get in ALEKS Math Exercise Book. Each chapter of this focused format has a comprehensive review created by Test Prep experts that goes into detail to cover all of the content likely to appear on the ALEKS Math test. Not only
does this all-inclusive workbook offer everything you will ever need to conquer ALEKS Math test, it also contains two full-length and realistic ALEKS Math tests that reflect the format and question types on the ALEKS to help you check your exam-readiness and identify where you need more practice. Effortless Math Workbook for the ALEKS Test contains many exciting and unique features to
help you improve your test scores, including: Content 100% aligned with the 2019 ALEKS testWritten by ALEKS Math tutors and test expertsComplete coverage of all ALEKS Math concepts and topics which you will be testedOver 2,500 additional ALEKS math practice questions in both multiple-choice and grid-in formats with answers grouped by topic, so you can focus on your weak areasAbundant
Math skill building exercises to help test-takers approach different question types that might be unfamiliar to themExercises on different ALEKS Math topics such as integers, percent, equations, polynomials, exponents and radicals2 full-length practice tests (featuring new question types) with detailed answers This ALEKS Placement Assessment Math Workbook and other Effortless Math
Education books are used by thousands of students each year to help them review core content areas, brush-up in math, discover their strengths and weaknesses, and achieve their best scores on the ALEKS test. Get ready for the ALEKS Math Test with a PERFECT Math Workbook! Published By: Effortless Math Education www.EffortlessMath.com
A darkly compelling psychological thriller, full of twists and turns, perfect for fans of Louise Jensen, Cass Green and Alex Lake.
The Advantage Series presents the Feature-Method-Practice approach to computer software applications to today's technology and business students. This series implements an efficient and effective learning model, which enhances critical thinking skills and provides students and faculty with complete application coverage.The primary market is the Introduction to Computing/CIS computer
literacy course requiring a lab component that covers software applications.Other course areas include Adult and Continuing Education/Individual Application courses, which are one-credit hour, designed to provide a brief introduction to a single software application.
BrickJournal #48, the magazine for LEGO enthusiasts, returns to the fast-changing world of MECHA! We’ll have interviews with mecha builders BENJAMIN CHEH, KELVIN LOW, LU SIM, FREDDY TAM, DAVID LIU, and SAM CHEUNG! Learn how to build mechs with some of the best mecha builders in the world! Plus: AFOLs ("Adult Fans of LEGO”) by cartoonist Greg Hyland, step-by step “You Can Build It”
instructions by CHRISTOPHER DECK, BrickNerd’s DIY Fan Art, Minifigure Customization with JARED K. BURKS, MINDSTORMS robotics lessons by Damien Kee, and more!
Dark Waters: The addictive psychological thriller you won’t be able to put down (Alex Devlin, Book 3)
Office XP
Building Web Services with Microsoft Azure
A Practical Guide for Anyone Creating or Designing Applications or Software
Breaking the Chains
The Metal Era
Algebra for College Students, 4th Edition, is designed to provide students with the algebra background needed for further college-level mathematics courses. The unifying theme of this text is the development of the skills necessary for solving equations and inequalities, followed by the application of those skills to solving applied problems. This text contains 2 chapters, Polynomial & Rational Functions, and
Counting & Probability, in addition to those found in Dugopolski's Intermediate Algebra.
Prepare for Excellence With This PERFECT ALEKS Math Practice Book! ALEKS test taker's #1 Choice! 5 ALEKS Math Practice Tests, which reflects the 2020 and 2021 test guidelines, is a comprehensive practice book to help you hone your math skills, overcome your exam anxiety, and boost your confidence -- and do your best to succeed on the ALEKS Math Test. Five complete and realistic ALEKS Math practice tests help you
learn how the test is structured and what mathematics concepts you need to master before the test day. The practice test questions are followed by detailed answers and explanations to help you find your weak areas, learn from your mistakes, and raise your ALEKS Math score. The surest way to succeed on ALEKS Math Test is with intensive practice in every math topic tested-- and that's what you will get in 5 ALEKS Math
Practice Tests. This ALEKS Math new edition has been updated to replicate questions appearing on the most recent ALEKS Math tests. This is a precious learning tool for ALEKS Math test takers who need extra practice in math to improve their ALEKS Math score. After taking the ALEKS Math practice tests in this book, you will have solid foundation and adequate practice that is necessary to succeed on the ALEKS Math test.
This book is your ticket to ace the ALEKS Math test! 5 ALEKS Math Practice Tests includes many exciting and unique features to help you improve your test scores, including: Content 100% aligned with the 2020 - 2021 ALEKS test Prepared by ALEKS Math instructors and test experts Complete coverage of all ALEKS Math concepts and topics which you will be tested Detailed answers and explanations for every ALEKS Math
practice question to help you learn from your mistakes 5 complete practice tests (featuring new question types) with detailed answers And much more! This ALEKS Math practice book and other Effortless Math Education books are used by thousands of students each year to help them review core content areas, brush-up in math, discover their strengths and weaknesses, and achieve their best scores on the ALEKS test.
Recommended by Test Prep Experts Visit www.EffortlessMath.com for Online Math Practice
If you are a .NET developer who wants to develop end-to-end RESTful applications in the cloud, then this book is for you. A working knowledge of C# will help you get the most out of this book.
Intermediate algebra with real numbers, linerar equations and inequalities, ...
Previews
Film in the Business School
Word 2002 Introductory
With Alex at War
The Alex Studies
Traded Blood

InfoWorld is targeted to Senior IT professionals. Content is segmented into Channels and Topic Centers. InfoWorld also celebrates people, companies, and projects.
Three hours after a prominent Houston philanthropist is murdered, a mysterious man leaps into the murky gulf waters from a fishing pier in Galveston, Texas, disappearing in front of six stunned witnesses. Rhett Sanders, by random chance, had met the apparent suicide victim just weeks before, and his experience in market research tells him that something doesn’t make sense. He enlists the
help of his girlfriend, Toni, and his best friend and criminal attorney, Chris Beck, to investigate these deadly incidents. They uncover a connection between the suicide victim, the murdered philanthropist, and a doctor with a taste for killing. But more dangerous is the threat presented by an ex Navy SEAL, who has more than a taste for killing—he has the experience. Includes Readers
Guide.
A year’s worth of novellas from twelve inspirational romance authors. Happily ever after guaranteed. In a moment of total panic, Brendan left Alyssa at the altar. What will it take for him to win her back? When Brendan Meyers became a “runaway groom,” Alyssa Pennington’s heart broke. But she’s returned the unopened gifts, exchanged the dress, and is ready to get on with her life…and
forget Brendan. The problem is, Brendan can’t forget. He can’t forget the love he and Alyssa shared and can’t forgive himself for what he put her through on their wedding day. He can never undo his actions, but at least he can try to win Alyssa’s forgiveness. And maybe, someday, another shot at her love. Dalton Landreth was the only person not disappointed about that botched wedding. He
had been eyeing Alyssa since high school—with his gorgeous, magnetic blue eyes—and when Brendan ran out the church doors, Dalton heard opportunity knocking. Within months of being jilted at the altar, Alyssa finds herself being simultaneously wooed by the love of her life and the best-looking man she’s ever seen. Not bad for a small-town girl with a broken heart.
EVER WONDERED… Why we are so different from each other even though we share the same planet? Over the centuries, our solar system has been the subject of constant research, endless directions, dimensions, ideas and theories have been formulated on this subject. But every story takes us from one horizon to another, and a new endless story starts from there. This book is a work of science
fiction and the ultimate exploration of the origin of human and other forms of life on the planet Earth, which is based upon the author’s intuition. According to the author, she does not have any scientific evidence to prove her story that states migration took place to the Planet Earth, but it may lead someone someday to give validity to this amazing history that has never been thought
of or explored. The distinctive feature of this book is that it does not relate to any culture, religion, spirituality, astronomy, astrology or romance. Rather it is a marvellous journey backwards in time to unveil the mystery of the lives of other planets.
Chicago Tribune Index
5 ALEKS Math Practice Tests: Extra Practice to Help Achieve an Excellent Score
Discovery and Other Stories
Stealing Home
Do you want to unveil the mystery of your origin ?
Extra Practice for an Excellent Score + 2 Full Length ALEKS Math Practice Tests
Deemed the funniest Australian success story yet! “Uni Student Preston King started off with little chance in his favour. With only five hundred dollars in his back pocket and the odds heavily stacked against him, he worked like a slave-rat during his university life. By the time he graduated, he had seven scholarships to his name, a top graduate salary at a multinational corporation, a property portfolio with a combined worth of seven figures and memories to last a lifetime. Never underestimate the potential of a student with a
burning desire to get rich.” A must read for anyone with a sense of humour!
A Perfect Workbook You'll Need to ACE the ALEKS Mathematics Test! The surest way to succeed on ALEKS Math Test is with intensive practice in every math topic tested--and that's what you will get in ALEKS Math Workbook 2019 & 2020. Each chapter of this comprehensive workbook goes into detail to cover all of the content likely to appear on the ALEKS Math test. Not only does this perfect workbook offer everything you will ever need to succeed on the ALEKS Math test, it also contains two complete and realistic ALEKS
Math tests to help you measure your exam-readiness, find your weak areas, and learn from your mistakes. ALEKS Math Workbook 2019 & 2020 is designed by ALEKS test prep experts to address the needs of ALEKS test takers who must have a working knowledge of basic Math. This comprehensive workbook with over 2,500 sample questions and 2 complete ALEKS tests is all you need to fully prepare for the ALEKS Math. Separate math chapters offer a complete review of the ALEKS Math test, including: Arithmetic and
Number Operations Algebra and Functions, Geometry and Measurement Data analysis, Statistics, & Probability … and also includes two full-length practice tests! ALEKS Math Workbook 2019 & 2020 contains many exciting and unique features to help you improve your test scores, including: Content 100% aligned with the 2019 and 2020 ALEKS test Written by ALEKS Math experts Complete coverage of all ALEKS Math concepts and topics which you will be tested Over 2,500 additional ALEKS math practice questions in both
multiple-choice and grid-in formats with answers grouped by topic, so you can focus on your weak areas Abundant Math skill building exercises to help test-takers approach different question types that might be unfamiliar to them Exercises on different ALEKS Math topics such as integers, percent, equations, polynomials, exponents and radicals 2 full-length practice tests (featuring new question types) with detailed answers Get ready for the ALEKS Math Test with a PERFECT Math Workbook! Published By: Effortless Math
Education www.EffortlessMath.com
As the first extensive exploration of contemporary third wave HCI, this handbook covers key developments at the leading edge of human-computer interactions. Now in its second decade as a major current of HCI research, the third wave integrates insights from the humanities and social sciences to emphasize human dimensions beyond workplace efficiency or cognitive capacities. The earliest HCI work was strongly based on the concept of human-machine coupling, which expanded to workplace collaboration as computers
came into mainstream professional use. Today HCI can connect to almost any human experience because there are new applications for every aspect of daily life. Volume 1 - Technologies covers technical application areas related to artificial intelligence, metacreation, machine learning, perceptual computing, 3D printing, critical making, physical computing, the internet of things, accessibility, sonification, natural language processing, multimodal display, and virtual reality.
My husband was not a monster. No matter what they say… The day my husband, Michael, stepped in front of a lorry after being questioned by the police, my world fell apart. He was devoted to me and our six-year-old daughter. But they’d connected him to the disappearance of a young mother from our tiny village. Now I stand at Michael’s funeral, clutching my little girl’s hand, with tears in my eyes as I insist to all our friends that he died an innocent man. Yet the questions have started, and nothing I say will stop them digging
for the truth. But none of them can read the secrets in my heart, or know about the phone I found hidden in his toolbox… I’m determined that my daughter will not remember her father as a monster. I will erase any hint of wrongdoing in this house whatever the cost. Because to keep my daughter safe, the last thing I need is for people to start looking at me… A completely gripping psychological thriller from the author of the number one bestseller The Marriage. If you like Gone Girl, The Girl on The Train and The Wife Between Us
then you will love The Widow. What everyone is saying about The Widow: ‘The Queen of twists is back. OMG! I can't believe how many twists this book revealed. It's one hell of a roller coaster ride and in parts left me gasping and holding my breath. I LOVED IT, LOVED IT, LOVED IT, LOVED IT, LOVED IT, LOVED IT… I was dying to know how this book would end and what a SHOCKING, BRILLIANT, UNEXPECTED ending it was.’ Goodreads reviewer, ????? ‘Just wow! Definitely one of my favourite books of the year! I was
hooked from page one and the thrills never ceased. Awesome characters and storyline. KL Slater weaves her magic again,… Huge on the creep factor and shocking twists! Wish I could give this more than a huge five stars.’Netgalley reviewer, ????? ‘OMG Kim what a bloody fantastic gripping read… absolutely everything you could want from a thriller.’ Goodreads reviewer, ????? ‘She's whipped up another winner in my book… it makes for an exciting adventure I really hated to put down come bedtime (and in the end, I stayed
up another half-hour or so just to get it finished)… Loved it!’ Books by Monnie, ????? ‘Another brilliant story that keeps you up to the wee small hours’ Goodreads reviewer, ????? ‘A twist I didn't see coming. From the prologue, I was hooked! This is the first book by this author I've read, but I can say without a doubt it won't be the last. ‘ Celtic Connexions, ????? ‘It kept me awake, I needed to finish it. So many twists and turns, just gobsmacked it takes psychological thrillers to another level. Outstanding page-turner of a book.’
Netgalley reviewer, ????? ‘This author never disappoints, and I just loved and devoured this book in one session. It was brilliant and the ending pure genius… It was just so engrossing.’ Goodreads reviewer, ????? ‘Intense, clever and heartbreaking… truly an awesome experience. I hope everyone can get a chance to read this book. Totally worth it. 5 stars! No doubt!’ Netgalley reviewer, ????? ‘I'll read anything from K.L. Slater so I dove right in to this and loved it! Really enjoyed the twists and storyline. Would definitely
recommend to any thriller lover. ‘ Goodreads reviewer, ?????
Threat Level Alpha
Alex L. Du Toit Memorial Lectures
ALEKS Math Workbook 2019 - 2020
InfoWorld
Turn to Film
Alex Brown
Offers guidance concerning training and an overview of possible careers in theater, film, architecture, art, dance, music, photography, and writing.
In this military thriller from a Black Ops veteran and author of Deep Cover, a secret government agent fights to stop biochemical terrorism. They strike without warning, in key locations around the world. In Russia, a Soviet-era storage facility is raided by terrorists. In the Philippines, an important international conference is under siege. In the United States, Dan Morgan is stalked by Russian agents. And at
Berkeley, Morgan’s daughter is kidnapped with other students and taken to a remote laboratory. The attacks are neither coincidental nor random. They are part of a carefully orchestrated plan by a new and merciless organization. As Zeta Division struggles to make sense of the international chaos, Dan Morgan races to stop a deadly biochemical weapon—one that Morgan’s daughter is being forced to help build… Praise for
Leo J. Maloney and His Novels “Dan Morgan is one of the best heroes to come along in ages.”—Jeffery Deaver “Rings with authenticity.”—John Gilstrap “Fine writing and real insider knowledge.”—Lee Child “Everything a thriller reader wants.”—Ben Coes “The new master of the modern spy game.” —Mark Sullivan “A ripping story!”—Meg Gardiner
Turn to Film: Film in the Business School offers creative and powerful uses of film in the business school classroom and surveys the pedagogical and performative value of watching films with students.
The non-technical guide to building a booming tech-enabled business Thinking of starting a technology-enabled business? Or maybe you just want to increase your technology mojo so you can do your job better? You do not need to learn programming to participate in the development of today’s hottest technologies. But there are a few easy-to-grasp foundation concepts that will help you engage with a technical team.
Starting a Tech Business explains in practical, actionable terms how to formulate and reality test new ideas package what you learn into frameworks that are highly actionable for engineers understand key foundation concepts about modern software and systems participate in an agile/lean development team as the ‘voice of the customer’ Even if you have a desire to learn to program (and I highly recommend doing whatever
unlocks your ‘inner tinkerer’), these foundation concepts will help you target what exactly you want to understand about hands-on technology development. While a decade ago the barriers to creating a technology-enabled business required a pole vault, getting started today only requires a determined step in the right direction. Starting a Tech Business supplies the tools prospective entrepreneurs and business
enterprises need to avoid common pitfalls and succeed in the fast-paced world of high-tech business. Successful execution requires thoughtful, evidence-based product formulation, well-articulated design, economic use of systems, adaptive management of technical resources, and empathetic deployment to customers. Starting a Tech Business offers practical checklists and frameworks that business owners, entrepreneurs,
and professionals can apply to any tech-based business idea, whether you’re developing software and products or beginning a technology-enabled business. You’ll learn: 1. How to apply today’s leading management frameworks to a tech business 2. How to package your product idea in a way that’s highly actionable for your technical team 3. How to ask the right questions about technology selection and product architecture
4. Strategies to leverage what your technology ecosystem has to offer 5. How to carefully define the roles on your team, and then effectively evaluate candidates 6. The most common disconnects between engineers and business people and how to avoid them 7. How you can apply process design to your tech business without stifling creativity 8. The steps to avoid the most common pitfalls tech founders encounter Now is one
of the best times to start a technology-enabled business, and anyone can do it with the right amount and kind of preparation. Starting a Tech Business shows you how to move a product idea to market quickly and inexpensively—and to tap into the stream of wealth that a tech business can provide.
Teen Guide to Getting Started in the Arts
Computerworld
Sea Throne
Algebra for College Students
A July Bride
God Gave Her a Silver Necklace
The Advantage Series presents the Feature-Method-Practice approach to computer software applications to today's technology and business students. This series implements an efficient and effective learning model, which enhances critical thinking skills and provides students and faculty with complete application coverageThe primary market is the Introduction to Computing/CIS computer literacy course requiring a lab component that covers software applications.Other course areas include Adult and Continuing Education/Individual
Application courses, which are one-credit hour, designed to provide a brief introduction to a single software application.
Jay, a twelve-year-old boy from the corner of Queens Street, uncovers deep secrets about the Earth and will have to step up to a new responsibility which he cannot deny. The fate of planet Earth and all his friends are in his hands. Will he be able to answer the call of destiny, or will he live in denial? Jay has no positive choice…
“STEALING HOME” tells the story of 13-year-old William Martin, a child born in a white middle class family in Kansas City in 1958 when segregation was prevalent. After William’s tolerant father discovers that peer pressure has given William a prejudice worldview, maliciously believing everything he has ever heard about black people, Mr. Martin brings home a black orphan, Alex, hoping that getting to know Alex will remedy it. The two teenagers strike up an unlikely friendship. William’s life takes an unexpected turn when he and his
mischievous friend, Robert, scheme to sneak Alex into a public segregated pool where Alex ends up saving a girl from drowning. William and Alex’s friendship is challenged when William’s prized possession, his baseball signed for him by the New York Yankees, turns up missing when Alex leaves his home. Alex is suspected of the theft and William finds his prejudiced feelings once again reinforced. He becomes a detective to find out the truth. Nowhere in the story is the “N” word use. The climax consists of a G-rated fight with Alex saving
his white friends through his Judo training.
20 years ago Pepperberg set out to discover whether results of pigeon studies necessarily meant that other birds were incapable of mastering cognitive concepts and the rudiments of referential speech. This is a synthesis of her studies.
ALEKS Math Exercise Book
0
Student Workbook and Two Realistic ALEKS Math Tests
How Planets Became Dead
Who Said Uni Students Couldn’t Get Rich?
Gas Appliance Merchandising

Intermediate Algebra is designed to provide your students with the algebra background needed for further college-level mathematics courses. The unifying theme of this text is the development of the skills necessary for solving equations and inequalities, followed by the application of those skills to solving applied problems. The primary goal in writing the third edition of Intermediate Algebra has been to retain the features that made the second edition so successful, while incorporating the comments and suggestions of second-edition users. Many new features have been provided that will help instructors reach the goals that
they have set for their students. As always, the author endeavors to write texts that students can read, understand, and enjoy, while gaining confidence in their ability to use mathematics.
Alex Fisher is a high-flying lawyer close to making partner and busy planning her perfect wedding to Elliott. But life suddenly becomes complicated when she's faced with a hot junior lawyer on her team and an actress threatening to jeopardise the deal by exposing her dodgy cosmetic surgery...
As a young Irish Guards Officer in 1940, Sir Rupert Clarke became ADC to Alexander, already a distinguished officer thanks to his intelligence and courage.Alex had been the last senior officer to leave the Dunkirk beaches. For the next 4 years, the author was Alex's constant companion. In this book he shares the excitement and experiences of those years. Alex had Churchill's unwavering confidence, protected Montgomery like no other could, and was respected and loved by those who served him
For more than 40 years, Computerworld has been the leading source of technology news and information for IT influencers worldwide. Computerworld's award-winning Web site (Computerworld.com), twice-monthly publication, focused conference series and custom research form the hub of the world's largest global IT media network.
cognitive and communicative abilities of grey parrots
A Real-world Approach
An Uncertain Suicide
A Novel
Alex. Ross' personal appearance journal, ed. [and written] by A. Ross

Discovery and Other Stories is a third collection of short stories by Thomas McCavour. Discovery is a story about the early Vikings and their exploration of America and the Northwest Passage. Marcus and Mark is a story about how two boxers in different eras deal with the problem of drug addiction. Bad Habits is a story about the adopted son of a nun , who becomes a priest. In Flanders
Fields recognizes the poet John McRae. True Friends is a story about life in a retirement residence. Thanksgiving is a fun story about how Tom Turkey and Rob Rooster rescue Thanksgiving. ACDC is a story about Alex and Dorothy Cross growing old together. The Carroll Family Choristers tells about how Fred Carroll acquires a large family of singers. Dust to Dust is a story about murder in
a love triangle.
To say that life isn’t going as planned for Gettysburg ghost tour operator Faith Reynolds is a bit of an understatement. Nicknamed “Miss Mouse” because of her lack of self-confidence, Faith is facing the possible loss of her business. She’s also being pressured to date a man she’s not interested in just to please her father, and watching the man she’s secretly been in love with for
years possibly end up as some other woman’s arm candy. Unfortunately, she also sees no way to change her current situation. Fellow ghost tour operator Alex Lafayette was once the poor kid from the wrong side of the tracks. Now he’s wealthy, successful, and fielding more offers than he can possibly handle. Despite the best efforts of the women in town, he’s also very much alone because
the woman he wants doesn’t seem to want him in return. Though Alex has been in love with Faith since they were kids, he’s convinced she sees him as nothing more than a friend. Until one afternoon, unexpected sparks begin to fly between them. Desperate to change her life and snag a date with Alex, Faith begs her best friend, Kara Ford, to cast a so-called “boyfriend spell” to hopefully
solve at least one of her problems. Once the spell is cast, Faith feels like a new woman – literally! She’s bold and confident, sexy and brash, and, oh yeah, has managed to snare Alex as the promised boyfriend. However, as the two grow closer both personally and professionally, Faith is forced to wonder if their relationship is simply the result of magic or if what she’s found with Alex
is really true love that could last a lifetime? Assuming he never finds out about The Boyfriend Spell, of course! This 110,300-word novel is written in the modern romance style for a slightly hotter read. It may not be appropriate for younger audiences.
White lies. Every parent tells them. Without a second thought, every child forgives them. Yet what if those same white lies became something bigger? Something dangerous? Life changing? Nyla Stevenss modest life, humble dreams, and fabricated world are shattered as she comes to find her parents have sold her and her brother as new blood. Their immortality now rests upon Nylas betrothal
and subsequent fall to darkness.
Microsoft Excel 2002
The Widow
Summer of 1958
Starting a Tech Business
Never Mind The Botox: Alex
BrickJournal #48
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